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Trovillion, Inveiss & Demakis, APC has grown in reputation as one of
Southern California's premier law firms specializing in representation of
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NEW MANAGING ATTORNEY IN ORANGE COUNTY
Trovillion Inveiss & Demakis is pleased to announce that
effective September 11, 2017, attorney Matt S. McLaughlin
has accepted the position of managing attorney for TID's
Orange County Office. Matt, who has been an attorney with
TID since 2014, was working in the firm's San Diego office
handling all aspects of workers' compensation claim
defense.
Matt has now relocated to the firm's Santa Ana office and
has assumed the duties of the managing attorney. While the
San Diego office will miss him, please join us in welcoming
Matt to Orange County and congratulating him on the
promotion. Matt can be contacted at
MMclaughlin@TIDlaw.com or 714-547-4450.
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defense attorney Alex Clark has joined the firm's San Diego
office in September. Alex received his bachelor's degree
from California State Long Beach and his juris doctor degree
from the University of Illinois. He was admitted to the
California State Bar in 2014. Alex, who also has a
background in civil litigation, is experienced in handling all
aspects of workers' compensation claims.
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A San Diego native, Alex, a foodie, enjoys boxing and
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. Please welcome Alex to the TID family! He
can be reached at AClark@TIDlaw.com or 619-232-7181.
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Disclaimer: This newsletter is provided to share knowledge and expertise
with our colleagues with the goal that all may benefit. The content of this
newsletter is for general informational purposes only and is not intended to
serve as legal advice or as a guarantee, warranty, or prediction regarding the
outcome of any particular legal matter. Nothing contained within this
newsletter should be used as a substitute for legal advice and does not create
an attorney-client relationship between the reader and Trovillion, Inveiss &
Demakis. Legal advice depends on the specific facts and circumstances of
each individual's situation. You should not rely on this newsletter without
first consulting with a qualified, licensed attorney.
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